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DEALING WITH THE CHALLENGES OF 
COVID-19 AND WORKING REMOTELY:

COVID-19 has brought 
unprecedented changes among 
all companies across South 
Africa. Big and small companies 
are forced to work remotely. 
Understanding and dealing 
with these changes will be key. 

Working remotely looks like 
something that we can adapt to, 
considering the tools we can use 
to successfully work and to be 
productive on a day to day basis. 
However, this is something that 
should be seen as an alternative 
for when we cannot go to the 
office. Going to the office and 
meeting with people face to face 
holds benefits that cannot be 
compared to working remotely. 

The benefits of working remotely 
are heavily outweighed by being 
able to negotiate and persuade 
quicker, cheaper and easier. 
Remote work has undeniable 
drawbacks, managers can find it 
much harder to connect with 
people in crucial situations such 
as disciplinary- and improvement 
discussions. 

Effective communication is 
impaired by not being able to 
assess people’s behaviour and 
attitudes throughout the day. It’s 
easier to have sensitive 
discussions in person than it is 
having them in remote meetings. 

Remote work exposes what was 
already there. This means that if 
you already had structures in 
place tracking people’s work 
and productivity and they were 
delivering, the information that 
you had, simply gets 
compounded. 

Trust in personnel is an 
important factor and even more 
so when working remotely. We 
are forced to work remotely and 
using tools such as Microsoft 
Teams can simplify the 
challenges we face remarkably. 
It comes down to relationships 
and emotions. Being able to 
build and strengthen 
relationships is what makes a 
company what it is. Being in the 
company of others.

Working remotely challenges 
you to build and strengthen 
relationships with employees 
and clients. We are also 
challenged to work outside of 
our comfort zone. It is, however, 
important to be able to work 
remotely and the corona 
outbreak has proven that we are 
more than capable. 

We are challenged to work from 
home without being able to go 
to our customers and this has 
proven more expensive and 
time-consuming but possible. 
With our teams being forced to 
work from home, we have 
identified some necessary key 
guidelines and pointers that 
should be considered when 
working remotely.

The benefits of 
working remotely are 
heavily outweighed 
by being able to 
negotiate and 
persuade quicker, 
cheaper and easier
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WORK REMOTELY WITH 
MICROSOFT TEAMS:
Since March 2020 the rise of collaboration tools 
has grown exponentially. The urgent need for 
businesses to interact has forced them to rely 
on tools such as Microsoft Teams. Collaborative 
tools have become a fundamental asset to work 
remotely and to continue day to day work as 
usual. 

A few years ago, Microsoft asked 14, 000 people 
from seven countries what communication makes 
them the happiest and it was with no surprise that 
face-to-face meetings by far surpassed other forms 
of communication including email, chat and 
texting.  People, however, can find human 
connection through video, Dr Fiona Kerr found that 
looking someone in their eyes can physically calm 
someone down. And Microsoft says that since 
people are forced to work remotely, people turn 
the video on during Teams meetings twice as 
much as before. Video calls have increased by over 
1,000% since March.

Microsoft Teams has considerably improved 
people’s remote offices with its collaborative tools. 
As businesses are desperate to keep moving 
forward, video calls and sharing documents are 
amongst some of the most crucial features that 
businesses cannot work without during the 
pandemic. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF A 
ROUTINE
WORKING REMOTELY 
REQUIRES SELF-DISCIPLINE 
AND SELF-MOTIVATION:

Working with a set routine is encouraged. As 
human beings, we are very driven by routines. 
Getting up, having breakfast, getting dressed, 
shower and then go to work.

We spend a period of time in that environment and 
that environment acclimatises you to do specific 
activities. 
When working, we have specific daily activities that 
must be done such as attending meetings seeing 
clients and having lunch and coffee breaks. A lot of 
people follow very set routines when working, this 
helps them to maintain productivity. 

With the outbreak of COVID-19 and people 
working from home, it is a challenge for many 
workers who are used to working in their particular 
set routine. It’s important to keep a similar routine 
to the working environment and try to follow the 
same routine as before.

Maintaining the family dynamic is very important 
and it can be forgotten when working remotely. 
There are also added responsibilities for people 
working from home having to tend to their 
children. Parents need to balance their 
responsibilities, remember to inform colleagues 
simply by telling them what the situation is so that 
they are aware. With all this in mind, here are 9 key 
rules of engagement for working remotely. 
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RULES OF ENGAGEMENT FOR REMOTE WORK:
1. CREATE A WORK AREA 

WHERE YOU WON’T BE 
DISTURBED                     
Set up a specific area for 
work. You need to feel 
comfortable with your ‘home 
office’. Some people put 
affirmation signs on their 
walls to keep positive. Try 
natural elements such as pot 
plants to make the space 
more welcoming. Set up your 
workplace close to a window, 
so that light can get in.  Try 
to set up your work area 
where you don’t have to stare 
at a wall, rather have an open 
area with a view of trees and 
sky – This is calming and 
neutralises your mind. Make 
sure you have a good 
internet connection.

2. SET A ROUTINE                              
When you get up in the 
morning, get ready as if you 
are going to work, do what 
you normally would do, for 
instance, have a shower, 
shave get dressed, have 
breakfast Remember to set 
yourself up with start and end 
times and with breaks. Keep it 
as close to a standard, 
normal, working day as 
possible. Remember to fit 
exercise into your daily 
routine.

3. COMMUNICATE MORE 
AND BETTER THAN 
NORMAL
Remember that you are 
competing with physical 
contact. It’s important to 
communicate with the 
outside world and to keep 
contact with people when 
working remotely. Have calls 
with people. Regular breaks 
are good times to phone 
your friends or colleagues for 
a conversation.

4. LET THE TEAM KNOW 
WHEN YOU ARE GOING TO 
BE OFFLINE                   
Firstly it is important to 
notify the team when you 
will be going offline or will 
be unavailable, whatever the 
reason may be.

5. RESPECT THE OFFLINE 
STATUS OF PEOPLE              
Colleagues need to 
understand that the person 
will only be available later. 
Don’t try to contact 
someone when they told you 
that they are offline at that 
time.

6. FOCUS ON BUILDING 
RELATIONSHIPS (TALK 
RATHER THAN TEXT)                    
Building relationships when 
working remotely is without 
a doubt one of the biggest 
challenges we face. Although 
there is an argument for 
introverts, that they prefer to 
text rather than to talk, there 
will come a point when 
talking and face time would 
become necessary to build 
relationships. 

7. DO ONE ON ONE 
CATCHUPS
It’s important for the 
subordinate and the leader 
of a team to build 
relationships with one on 
one catchups. Identify 
certain key people in a team 
that you need to build a 
relationship with. Use Team 
meetings for one on one 
catchups to analyse personal 
thoughts and experiences.

8. FIND WAYS TO MAKE IT 
FUN
We must embrace our 
culture as a team. Become 
creative in making your 
time during lockdown a fun 
experience. Schedule social 
gatherings via Teams to 
strengthen relationships

9. PLAN, PLAN, PLAN
Self-motivation and 
planning is fundamentally 
important. It’s crucial to 
have sufficient time 
management within your 
diary. There should be set 
breaks so that you don’t 
overwork or get lazy. It’s 
not only important to plan.
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COVID-19 brought a change in the way we 
work, but we need to understand what this 
change means and how to proactively deal 
with the change. 

Building and strengthening relationships is 
amongst the hardest challenges we face, and 
even though working in
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Microsoft Teams meetings will not be as effective 
as in-person meetings, we can still achieve a lot 
using online collaboration tools. 

With self-discipline and through following the 
above rules of engagement we allow maximum 
productivity until we can go back to the office. 


